
Ironically, at the around that time that George Floyd pleaded for air while a police officer’s knee was lodged into his neck, our Board of Directors was scheduled to have visited the Equal Justice Museum and the Lynching Memorial in Montgomery, Alabama – a trip postponed by the Covid-19 pandemic. The Lynching exhibit was thoughtfully constructed as a powerful reminder of America’s terrible past and history of racism; George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Tony McDade and Ahmad Arbery represent fresh, painful reminders that black, brown, and white supremacy are with us still.

And the pain is scaring, cutting, and deep. How is it possible – roughly 150 years after the Dred Scott decision and the Emancipation Proclamation and 55 years after Selma, the March on Washington and the Voting Rights Act – that African-Americans specifically, and people of color generally, are still viewed as less than fully human in our dominion?

How much longer must we wait?

The spontaneous eruption of protest and activism tells us that we are witnessing the most significant and transformative moment in social change across our nation in the past 50 years. At the California Endowment, we will and are taking this as a moment of deep, purposeful, and serious reflection about who we are and the work we do. But simply put, we stand with our community partners, and recognize that as a foundation we can and must do more to advance racial justice. Racism and white supremacy generate themselves, and anti-black racism in particular, is the root cause of the myriad of challenges faced by the communities we serve through our mission as a foundation. We stand in solidarity with the millions of freedom fighters across the nation and around the world “who are sick and tired of being sick and tired.”

We stand united as we commit our resources to combat racism and its considerable array of malicious and deleterious impacts. We hold ourselves accountable as an organization to advance racial equity and emerge as fully anti-racist in our work. Specifically, we commit to the following:

- Use our voice more explicitly in calling out racism in all its forms with prioritized attention to anti-black racism.
- A decade-long investment in community “power-building,” and strengthening the capacity of grassroots, activist, and advocacy organizations and their leaders to drive systemic changes resulting in health and racial equity - supporting alliances, coalitions, and partnerships along the way.
- In our ten-year strategic plan, substantially increase our investments in Black-led organizing, advocacy, and movement-building organizations and institutions. We commit to working with partners in philanthropy to co-invest in partnership strategies – designed by organizers and advocates – to support the shared vision and work of these organizations. We specifically acknowledge the need to fund and partner with Black-led queer and trans organizations in this work.

Internal to our organization, and in the spirit of accountability, we commit to:

- Improved tracking, reporting, and transparency of our funding to community of color-led and Black-led organizations, with a complete public reporting by October 1, 2020.
- A significant increase within two years in black-led grantee, consultant, contractor and investment management relationships.
- An explicit strategy to utilize impact investing tools – such as mission-related and program-related investments – to contribute to Black economic development and entrepreneurship to advance to build and wealth in communities.
- Create a new Director of Advancing Racial Equity at our foundation, reporting directly to the President & CEO.

Finally, we will heed and follow the visions and voices of our grantee-partners to lead, cajole, and push our grantee partners in California to soaring, new heights on the mantles of race, full inclusion, and healing. The time is now: California must demonstrate national leadership on solving the centuries-long crisis of racism, and through a structural and systemic lens. From you, our civic and grantee-partners, we have long heard you call for a full and robust reimagination of our criminal justice system; reimagining community safety and policing; a new system of Health for All; and full and complete economic inclusion – in short, a new social contract for our state and our nation. We understand the matters of race and racism serve as a root cause of inequality across all these systems. Humbly, we admit to not having all of the answers. We pledge to continue to strive to be the best listening, learning, and strategic partner that we can be.

In closing, we end with a note of inspiration, drawn from the recent protests and activism that have swept across the nation. We have witnessed an unprecedented level of multi-racial solidarity, as communities of color and whites have displayed a recognition that taking on anti-black racism makes us a greater and stronger nation. As the philosopher Rumi notes, the wounds of oppression have allowed for enlightenment to take place. We are proud of, and will continue to invest in, transformative solidarity – we will not allow the pain of the wounds we share to go unheeded.
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